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Do An(III) and Ln(III) ions form heteroleptic
complexes with diglycolamide and hydrophilic
BT(B)P ligands in solvent extraction systems?
A spectroscopic and DFT study†
Irena Herdzik-Koniecko, a Christoph Wagner,bc Michael Trumm,b Udo Müllich,b
Bernd Schimmelpfennig,b Jerzy Narbutt, a Andreas Geist *b and
Petra J. Panakbc
Time-Resolved Laser Fluorescence Spectroscopy (TRLFS) was used to study the complexation of Cm(III)
and Eu(III) in solvent extraction systems consisting of an organic phase containing TODGA (tetra-n-octyl
diglycolamide) as an extracting agent and an aqueous phase containing hydrophilic complexing agents,
tetrasodium salts of 2,6-bis(5,6-di(3-sulphophenyl)-1,2,4-triazin-3-yl)pyridine, SO3-Ph-BTP4, or 6,6 0 bis(5,6-di(3-sulphophenyl)-1,2,4-triazin-3-yl)-2,2 0 -bipyridine, SO3-Ph-BTBP4. Only one complex, homoleptic
[Cm(TODGA)3](NO3)3, was found in the organic phase. No heteroleptic complexes of Cm(III) with TODGA and
SO3-Ph-BTP4 have been detected. In contrast, in dilute aqueous HClO4 solutions containing TEDGA
(a hydrophilic homologue of TODGA) and SO3-Ph-BTP4 ligands, seven diﬀerent Cm(III) species were
identified by their distinct emission spectra. Apart from the emission bands corresponding to the
hydrated Cm3+ cation and to the complexes [Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)] and [Cm(TEDGA)n]3+ (n = 1–3), two
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further emission bands were ascribed to heteroleptic complexes [Cm(TEDGA)(SO3-Ph-BTP)] and

DOI: 10.1039/c9nj00651f

[Cm(TEDGA)2(SO3-Ph-BTP)]. In a similar aqueous solution containing TEDGA and SO3-Ph-BTBP4, only
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one heteroleptic complex was identified, [Cm(TEDGA)(SO3-Ph-BTBP)]. In addition, quantum chemical
optimisation of the structures of the postulated heteroleptic complexes was performed.

Introduction
Long-term radiotoxicity and the heat load of irradiated nuclear
fuels are mainly due to the presence of transuranium (TRU)
elements, particularly plutonium and americium. Recycling the
TRU elements from irradiated nuclear fuels would lead to a
significant reduction of this hazard, and to improved utilization of natural resources since less uranium mining for the
production of new nuclear fuels would be required, decreasing the
environmental footprint of nuclear energy.1–3 Hence, strategies for
the separation of the TRU elements from irradiated nuclear fuels
and their fissioning (‘‘burning’’) in nuclear reactors are considered
in many countries.4–6 The separation of plutonium is implemented
in the PUREX process (Plutonium Uranium Reduction Extraction).7
a
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Furthermore, also neptunium can be separated under similar
conditions in an advanced version of the PUREX process.8,9
However, selective separation of the trivalent actinides, An(III),
americium and curium, from the resulting PUREX raffinate,
leaving the chemically similar lanthanide fission products,
Ln(III), is extremely challenging.10 Nonetheless, this separation
is extremely important since some lanthanide isotopes having
large cross sections for neutron capture would significantly
reduce the efficiency of fissioning actinides. Hence, highly
selective ligands are required as extractants to achieve this
separation.
Alkylated N-donor ligands containing a 2,6-bis(5,6-dialkyl1,2,4-triazin-3-yl)pyridine (BTP), 6,6 0 -bis(5,6-dialkyl-1,2,4-triazin3-yl)-2,2 0 -bipyridine (BTBP) or 2,9-bis(5,6-dialkyl-1,2,4-triazin-3yl)-1,10-phenanthroline (BTPhen) core structure have excellent
selectivity for the extraction of An(III) over Ln(III) from nitric acid
(see ref. 11–13 and the references therein). By exchanging the
alkyl groups for sulfonated phenyl moieties, novel water-soluble
N-donor ligands were synthesised (Scheme 1), easily dissociating
into anions of 4 charge, even in acidic aqueous solutions.
These complexing agents retain the BT(B)P selectivity for An(III)over-Ln(III) complexation in the aqueous phase, offering new
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Scheme 1 Molecular structures of SO3-Ph-BTP, SO3-Ph-BTBP and
SO3-Ph-BTPhen.

possibilities for the development of separation processes.14–21
The combination of co-extraction of An(III) and Ln(III) from the
PUREX raffinate by using a lipophilic diglycolamide ligand TODGA
(N,N,N 0 ,N 0 -tetra-n-octyl-diglycolamide, Scheme 2), followed by
selective stripping of An(III) using a hydrophilic BTP, 2,6-bis(5,6di(3-sulphophenyl)-1,2,4-triazin-3-yl)pyridine, (SO3-Ph-BTP4,
Scheme 1 top) dissolved in the aqueous phase, results in large
separation factors of An(III) over Ln(III), which is the basis of
various separation processes.22–26
However, the experimental results related to the complexation of An(III) with these anionic N-donor ligands in the aqueous
phase were rather diﬃcult to interpret. Since Am(III) and Cm(III)
prefer 9-fold coordination,27,28 their coordination with three
tridentate SO3-Ph-BTP4 ligands was expected. Indeed, the formation of the 1 : 3 M(III)-BTP complexes in solution both with
hydrophobic BTP29–32 and with SO3-Ph-BTP4 15,33 had been
proven spectroscopically. In contrast, slope analysis of Am(III)
distribution data (i.e. a log–log plot of Am(III) distribution ratio
vs. SO3-Ph-BTP4 concentration) in the TODGA extraction system
yielded a value close to 2,14 suggesting the formation of the 1 : 2
complex merely. A discrepancy between the results of the
spectroscopic and solvent extraction studies was observed not
only in the stoichiometries of the M(III)-SO3-Ph-BTP complexes
but also in their stabilities. In a previous solvent extraction study
on the complexation of Am(III) with SO3-Ph-BTP4 only two
complexes, 1 : 1 and 1 : 2, were found,34 with conditional stability
constants lower by more than an order of magnitude than the
corresponding values determined spectroscopically for the
corresponding complexes of Cm(III).15
Similar observations were made for the related tetradentate
chelators SO3-Ph-BTBP and SO3-Ph-BTPhen (Scheme 1).

Scheme 2

Molecular structure of TODGA.

The expected formation of Cm(III) 1 : 2 complexes with these
ligands was confirmed by spectroscopic studies in aqueous
solutions.17,21 However, slope analysis of liquid–liquid extraction experiments in the systems SO3-Ph-BTBP/TODGA and
SO3-Ph-BTPhen/TODGA yielded values of approximately 1.3
and 0.8, respectively,18,21 which implies the formation of only
1 : 1 complexes of An(III) with these tetra-N-dentate ligands.
These discrepancies show that the model of the extraction
processes of An(III) ions, based on the presence of only their
homoleptic complexes (with TODGA in the organic phase and
with SO3-Ph-(BTP/BTBP/BTPhen) in the aqueous phase) may be
incorrect. A hypothesis which explains these discrepancies
suggests the formation of heteroleptic complexes of An(III) with
TODGA and SO3-Ph-BTP4, e.g. [Am(SO3-Ph-BTP)(TODGA)2],
which could be extracted in the organic phase e.g. as ion pairs
with the protonated extractant, TODGAH+. The formation of
heteroleptic complexes to explain the behaviour of a similar
solvent extraction system has been suggested earlier.35
This assumption requires careful investigation of the equilibria in each phase of solvent extraction systems containing two
competing ligands – lipophilic and hydrophilic.
The aim of the present work was to find evidence for
(or against) the existence of these hypothetical heteroleptic
complexes, e.g. [Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)(TODGA)2], in the solvent
extraction systems containing the competing lipophilic and
hydrophilic ligands: TODGA and SO3-Ph-BTP (L), respectively.
If such complexes really existed and their concentration in the
organic phase increased with the concentration of the hydrophilic ligand, the slope of log D vs. log[L4] in the extraction
experiments would change from the expected value of 3 to 2
as observed experimentally.14 Evidence had been found for the
existence of such heteroleptic complexes in similar solvent
extraction systems containing two competing neutral chelating
ligands, lipophilic DMDOHEMA and one of the hydrophilic DGA
derivatives (TEDGA, Me-TEDGA or Me2-TEDGA, Scheme 3). TRLFS
measurements confirmed the exclusive existence of [Cm(DGA)3]3+
complexes in the aqueous phase. In the organic phase both
the homoleptic [Cm(DMDOHEMA)n](NO3)3 and heteroleptic
[Cm(DGA)x(DMDOHEMA)y](NO3)3 complexes were detected.36
In the present work, time resolved laser fluorescence spectroscopy (TRLFS) studies were performed on (a) the complexation of
Cm(III) in the solvent extraction system with TODGA and SO3-PhBTP4 and (b) the complexation of Cm(III) and Eu(III) in aqueous
solutions with N,N,N 0 ,N 0 -tetraethyl diglycolamide (TEDGA,
Scheme 3) and SO3-Ph-BTP4 or SO3-Ph-BTBP4.
The experimental results are supported by quantum
chemical optimisation of the structures of postulated heteroleptic
complexes.

Scheme 3 Molecular structures of hydrophilic DGA derivatives, TEDGA,
Me-TEDGA and Me2-TEDGA.
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Chemicals
For the TRLFS studies a 2.1  105 mol L1 Cm(ClO4)3 solution
with an isotopic mass distribution of 89.7% Cm-248, 9.4%
Cm-246, r1% Cm-243, Cm-244, Cm-245 and Cm-247 was used.
SO3-Ph-BTP, SO3-Ph-BTBP and TODGA were prepared according to literature procedures.14,37,38 TEDGA was supplied by
Technocomm Ltd, Edinburgh, UK, and used as received.
Preparation of TRLFS samples
Stock solutions (102 mol L1) of N-donor ligands were
prepared by dissolving 9.49 mg of SO3-Ph-BTP or 10.26 mg of
SO3-Ph-BTBP (tetrasodium salts) in 1 mL of 103 mol L1 HClO4.
Using suitable dilutions of the stock solutions the SO3-Ph-BTP/
BTBP concentrations were adjusted to 5  106 mol L1 and
4  107 mol L1, respectively. A stock solution of 1 mol L1
TEDGA was prepared by dissolving 244 mg of TEDGA in 1 mL of
103 mol L1 HClO4, and the solutions used for titration experiments were prepared by subsequent dilutions.
Titration experiments were performed by adding 4.7 mL of
Cm(III) stock solution to 995 mL of 103 mol L1 HClO4,
resulting in an initial Cm(III) concentration of 107 mol L1.
After the addition of SO3-Ph-BTP or SO3-Ph-BTBP, the samples
were shaken and equilibrated for 15 minutes before recording
the emission spectrum. The TEDGA concentration was increased
by stepwise addition of TEDGA solution. After each addition, an
emission spectrum was recorded.
Solvent extraction experiments were performed by shaking
each 0.5 mL organic (0.2 mol L1 TODGA + 5 vol% octanol in
TPH (‘‘hydrogenated tetrapropylene’’, a kerosene diluent)) and
aqueous (107 mol L1 Cm(III), 20 mmol L1 SO3-Ph-BTP in
0.7 mol L1 HNO3) phases using a vortex shaker (40 Hz) for
15 min, suﬃcient to attain equilibrium. The phases were separated by centrifugation and emission spectra were recorded.
Determination of SO3-Ph-BTP in organic phases
Transfer of SO3-Ph-BTP to the organic phase was determined
spectrophotometrically by stripping SO3-Ph-BTP back to the
aqueous phase and measuring the absorbance of the Fe(II)-SOPh-BTP complex on a Cary 6000i UV-vis spectrophotometer
using cuvettes with a path length of 10 mm.
Solutions containing (1–20)  106 mol L1 SO3-Ph-BTP,
3  104 mol L1 Fe(NO3)3, 0.015 mol L1 HNO3 and 0.1 mol L1
hydroxylammonium chloride in 1 mol L1 acetate buffer (pH = 4.5)
were used to establish a calibration curve.
Since the formation of heteroleptic complexes requires the
presence of metal ion complexes in the organic phase, transfer
of SO3-Ph-BTP to the organic phase was determined (a) in the
absence and (b) in the presence of Eu(III):
(a) Equal volumes of organic (0.2 mol L1 TODGA + 5 vol%
octanol in TPH) and aqueous (20 mmol L1 SO3-Ph-BTP in
0.5 mol L1 HNO3) solutions were mixed using a vortex shaker
(40 Hz) for 15 min and the phases were separated after
centrifugation. An aliquot of the organic phase was shaken
with water (A/O = 3) to strip SO3-Ph-BTP4. To this aqueous
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phase, solutions containing Fe(NO3)3, hydroxylammonium
chloride and acetate buﬀer (at concentrations as used to
establish the calibration curve) were added. The absorption
spectrum was measured.
(b) Equal volumes of organic (0.2 mol L1 TODGA + 5 vol%
octanol in TPH) and aqueous (20 mmol L1 SO3-Ph-BTP +
30 mmol L1 Eu(NO3)3 in 0.5 mol L1 HNO3) solutions were
mixed using a vortex shaker (40 Hz) for 15 min and the phases
were separated after centrifugation. An aliquot of the organic
phase was shaken with water (A/O = 3) and with a solution of a
0.5 mol L1 ammonium glycolate buﬀer, pH = 4 (A/O = 3) to
strip SO3-Ph-BTP4. The second stripping step was necessary
since Eu(III) was not completely stripped in the first step. These
aqueous phases were further processed as described above.
TRLFS setup
The TRLFS (Time-Resolved Laser Fluorescence Spectroscopy)
setup consisted of a Nd:YAG laser pumped (Continuum Surelite
Laser) dye laser system (NARROWscan D-R Dye Laser) with a
repetition rate of 10 Hz. An ICCD camera with an integrated
delay controller (iStar, Andor) was used to record the fluorescence signal after spectral decomposition using a Shamrock
303i spectrograph. For the excitation of Cm(III), a wavelength of
396.6 nm was applied. Scattering light and short-lived fluorescence of organic compounds were discriminated by a delay
time of 1 ms between the excitation of Cm(III) and the measurement of the fluorescence signal. For the measurement of
fluorescence lifetimes the delay time between excitation and
recording of the fluorescence signal was increased stepwise in
the range of 0–2100 ms.
Quantum chemistry
Quantum chemical optimisation of the structures of relevant
heteroleptic complexes with TEDGA allows for a detailed view
of their structural properties. Accordingly, we used the density
functional theory (DFT) method to optimise the structures of
[Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)(TEDGA)n(H2O)63n] (n = 0, 1, 2), [Cm(SO3Ph-BTBP)(TEDGA)n(H2O)53n] (n = 0, 1) and 10-fold coordinated
[Cm(SO3-Ph-BTBP)(TEDGA)2]. In all calculations the BH-LYP
functional39 as implemented in the TURBOMOLE software
package40 was used, following the protocol of a recent study.41
The Cm(III) ion is described by the eﬀective core potential
(ECP60MWB42) and corresponding basis sets of triple zeta
quality. All other atoms are described by the standard def-TZVP
basis set.43

Results and discussion
Part I: heteroleptic complexes in the organic phase by
extraction experiments
The formation of heteroleptic complexes in the organic phase
by extraction experiments would explain the aforementioned
discrepancy between the results of slope analysis and spectroscopic studies. Spectroscopic techniques were applied to probe
their presence in the systems studied.
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Fig. 1 Cm(III) emission spectra of the aqueous phase (top) and the organic
phase (bottom) from a solvent extraction experiment (aqueous phase,
107 mol L1 Cm(III), 20 mmol L1 SO3-Ph-BTP in 0.7 mol L1 HNO3; organic
phase, 0.2 mol L1 TODGA + 5 vol% octanol in TPH) (black lines) compared
to the spectra of homoleptic Cm(III) complexes, [Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)3]9 in the
aqueous phase and [Cm(TODGA)3](NO3)3 in the organic phase (red lines).

TRLFS investigations. Cm(III) (107 mol L1 initially) was
extracted from an aqueous phase (20 mmol L1 SO3-Ph-BTP in
0.7 mol L1 HNO3) to an organic phase (0.2 mol L1 TODGA + 5
vol% octanol in TPH). Following phase separation, both phases
were investigated by TRLFS and the emission spectra of Cm(III)
were compared with those of known homoleptic Cm(III) complexes, [Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)3]9 in the aqueous phase,15,33 and
[Cm(TODGA)3](NO3)3 in the organic phase,44 Fig. 1.
The exact agreement of the Cm(III) emission spectra of both
the samples from the solvent extraction experiment containing
SO3-Ph-BTP and TODGA with those from the reference experiments
indicates the exclusive formation of the [Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)3]9
complex in the aqueous phase and the [Cm(TODGA)3](NO3)3
complex in the organic phase. Thus the amount of potentially
formed heteroleptic complexes in the organic phase must be
very low, if any.
To determine whether heteroleptic complexes were formed
in the organic phase, even in small amounts, direct excitation
measurements were applied using Eu(III) as a substitute. An
extraction experiment was performed using an aqueous phase

NJC

Fig. 2 Normalised emission spectra of the Eu(III) 5D0 - 7F2 transition
at varied excitation wavelengths (top) and excitation spectrum of the
Eu(III) 5D0 - 7F2 transition (bottom) in the organic phase from a solvent
extraction experiment. Aqueous phase, 30 mmol L1 Eu(III) and 20 mmol L1
SO3-Ph-BTP in 0.5 mol L1 HNO3. Organic phase, 0.2 mol L1 TODGA +
5 vol% octanol in TPH.

containing initially 30 mmol L1 Eu(III) and 20 mmol L1 SO3Ph-BTP in 0.5 mol L1 nitric acid and an organic phase
containing 0.2 mol L1 TODGA + 5 vol% octanol in TPH. After
shaking and phase separation, the emission spectra resulting
from the 5D0 - 7F2 transition of Eu(III) in the organic phase
were measured as a function of the excitation wavelength.
These emission spectra are shown in Fig. 2, as well as the
excitation spectrum of the Eu(III) 7F0 band. The excitation spectrum of a sample containing exclusively [Eu(TODGA)3](NO3)3 is
also shown for comparison.
The normalised emission spectra of the 5D0 - 7F2 transition
display the characteristic splitting of the [Eu(TODGA)3](NO3)3
complex44 and do not change with altering the excitation
wavelength (Fig. 2, top). Furthermore, the excitation spectrum
of the 5D0 - 7F2 transition shows only one emission band
corresponding to the exclusive formation of [Eu(TODGA)3](NO3)3
in the organic phase (Fig. 2, bottom).
Quantification of SO3-Ph-BTP transfer to the organic phase.
SO3-Ph-BTP transfer to the organic phase (0.2 mol L1 TODGA +
5 vol% 1-octanol in TPH) was studied by measuring the
absorption of the complex formed with Fe(II) and SO3-Ph-BTP.
Absorption spectra for (1–20)  106 mol L1 SO3-Ph-BTP in
10 mmol L1 HNO3 were recorded. Fig. S1 (top) (ESI†) shows
the spectra for (1–4)  106 mol L1 SO3-Ph-BTP. Calibration
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curves for the two wavelengths corresponding to the absorbance maxima are shown in Fig. S1 (bottom) (ESI†).
In a preliminary experiment, an aqueous sample containing
20 mmol L1 SO3-Ph-BTP in 0.5 mol L1 HNO3 was mixed with
an organic phase consisting of 0.2 mol L1 TODGA + 5 vol%
1-octanol in TPH (A/O = 1). The organic sample was shaken with
water (A/O = 3) to strip SO3-Ph-BTP4. An absorption spectrum
of this aqueous phase was recorded. No absorption signal of
the Fe(II)-SO3-Ph-BTP complex was detected, i.e. its concentration was below the detection limit of 106 mol L1. With
the A/O ratio of 3 used to strip the organic phase, the concentration of SO3-Ph-BTP transferred to the organic phase was
below 3  106 mol L1.
A further experiment was performed, mixing an organic phase
(0.2 mol L1 TODGA + 5 vol% 1-octanol in kerosene) with an
aqueous phase containing Eu(III) (20 mmol L1 SO3-Ph-BTP +
30 mmol L1 Eu(NO3)3 in 0.5 mol L1 HNO3), A/O = 1. The organic
phase was shaken with water (A/O = 3) and then with 0.5 mol L1
NH4-glycolate (pH =4; A/O = 3). The SO3-Ph-BTP concentrations in
the stripping solutions were determined, resulting in an organic
phase SO3-Ph-BTP concentration of 5.5  105 mol L1.
Under these experimental conditions, Eu(III) was almost
completely extracted to the organic phase. Assuming the formation of a heteroleptic Eu(III) complex with one SO3-Ph-BTP
molecule, its concentration in the organic phase would also be
5.5  105 mol L1, i.e. 0.2% relative to the [Eu(TODGA)3](NO3)3
complex. Such a small fraction is expected to remain undetected
in the emission spectra.
Solvent extraction experiments: summary. In summary, only
homoleptic complexes were identified in the aqueous and organic
phases from solvent extraction experiments ([Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)3]9
and [Cm/Eu(TODGA)3](NO3)3, respectively). No heteroleptic complexes of Cm(III)/Eu(III) were found in any phase of the extraction
system. The amount of potentially formed heteroleptic complexes
in the organic phase in the extraction experiment may be too low
to be detected using the methods applied. However, the finding
that SO3-Ph-BTP measurably partitions to the organic phase
when higher concentrations of Eu(III) are extracted indicates
the formation of heteroleptic complexes in the system—Eu(III)
(or any other metal ion) is not expected to partition to the
organic phase as a homoleptic SO3-Ph-BTP complex.
Part II: heteroleptic complexes in monophasic aqueous
solutions
Further research was aimed at clarifying whether heteroleptic
complexes of Cm(III) with the hydrophilic ligands SO3-Ph-BTP4
or SO3-Ph-BTBP4 and TEDGA – a water-soluble homologue of
TODGA – would form in aqueous solutions.
Investigation of heteroleptic SO3-Ph-BTP/TEDGA complexes
by TRLFS. The formation of heteroleptic complexes was studied
by monophasic titration of aqueous solutions of Cm(III) with
TEDGA (the water-soluble analogue of TODGA) in the presence
of SO3-Ph-BTP. The normalised Cm(III) emission spectra resulting from the 6D 0 7/2 - 8S 0 7/2 transition are shown in Fig. 3.
Prior to the first addition of TEDGA, the emission spectrum
displays two emission bands at 593.9 nm and 602.3 nm.

6318 | New J. Chem., 2019, 43, 6314--6322

Fig. 3 Normalised emission spectra of Cm(III) in 103 mol L1 HClO4 solution
at increasing TEDGA concentration in the presence of 5  106 mol L1
SO3-Ph-BTP.

These emission bands correspond to the aqua ion of Cm(III)
and to the [Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)] complex, and are in excellent
agreement with the literature.15
With increasing TEDGA concentration, five additional
emission bands are observed at 598.3 nm, 603.3 nm,
606.9 nm, 609.2 nm and 612.5 nm. The emission bands at
598.3 nm and 603.3 nm are present in the range of TEDGA
concentrations from 5  106 mol L1 to 3.6  102 mol L1,
displaying only low intensities. These bands are attributed to
the [Cm(TEDGA)]3+ and [Cm(TEDGA)2]3+ complexes,36 and are
in good agreement with the spectra observed for the chemically
related lipophilic extractant TODGA.44 The emission band
at 609.2 nm starts to form at TEDGA concentrations Z2 
103 mol L1 and is the dominating emission band at TEDGA
concentrations Z102 mol L1. This emission band is attributed
to the [Cm(TEDGA)3]3+ complex in comparison with the
literature.36 This is in excellent agreement with the Cm(III)
emission spectrum of the [Cm(TODGA)3]3+ complex.44
Hence, the emission bands at 606.9 nm and 612.5 nm
remain unidentified. The emission band at 606.9 nm is formed
at TEDGA concentrations Z5  106 mol L1. Formation of the
second unidentified emission band at 612.5 nm begins at
TEDGA concentrations Z3.5  105 mol L1.
To investigate the composition of the complexes corresponding
to the unidentified emission bands the pure component spectra of
all species were obtained from the spectra of the titration experiment by peak deconvolution (Fig. 4). Applying the pure component
spectra, the fractions of the present complex species were determined as a function of the TEDGA concentration.
Since the spectra of all the complex species containing solely
SO3-Ph-BTP or TEDGA are known, the new emission bands at
606.9 nm and 612.5 nm may be attributed to the heteroleptic
complexes containing SO3-Ph-BTP4 and TEDGA. Hence, the
following equilibrium was assumed:
[Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)(TEDGA)n1] + TEDGA
$ [Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)(TEDGA)n]
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Fig. 4 Pure component spectra of the Cm(III) complexes with SO3-PhBTP4, and TEDGA and the heteroleptic complexes.

In the case of stepwise addition of TEDGA to the [Cm(SO3-PhBTP)] complex to form the subsequent heteroleptic complexes
[Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)(TEDGA)n] (n = 1, 2), the log–log plot of the
concentration ratio of c[Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)(TEDGA)n] to c[Cm(SO3Ph-BTP)(TEDGA)n–1] vs. the free TEDGA concentration should
yield a slope of one for each complexation step. Fig. 5 shows the
plot, where slope analysis yields values of 1.0 and 1.1 for the
subsequent complexation of the [Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)] complex
with TEDGA, proving the formation of the expected heteroleptic
complexes. Hence, the emission bands at 606.9 nm and 612.5 nm
were assigned to the [Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)(TEDGA)] and [Cm(SO3-PhBTP)(TEDGA)2] complexes, respectively.
The Cm(III) species distribution in aqueous solution titrated
with TEDGA in the presence of SO3-Ph-BTP is shown in Fig. 6.
Under the experimental conditions (103 mol L1 HClO4, 5.0 
106 mol L1 SO3-Ph-BTP), the first heteroleptic complex,
[Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)(TEDGA)] has a maximum fraction of

Fig. 5 Double logarithmic plot of the concentration ratio of c[Cm(SO3Ph-BTP)(TEDGA)n] to c[Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)(TEDGA)n1] (n = 1, 2) versus
the free TEDGA concentration in the presence of 5  106 mol L1 SO3Ph-BTP.

Fig. 6 Cm(III) species distribution in 103 mol L1 HClO4 solution as a
function of TEDGA concentration in the presence of 5  106 mol L1
SO3-Ph-BTP.

approximately 30% at 1.9  104 mol L1 TEDGA. The
second heteroleptic complex, [Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)(TEDGA)2] is
the dominating species for TEDGA concentrations between
3.5  104 mol L1 and 3.0  102 mol L1, with a maximum
fraction of approximately 70% at a TEDGA concentration of
4.6  103 mol L1.
Fluorescence lifetimes of the heteroleptic SO3-Ph-BTP/
TEDGA complexes. To further characterise the heteroleptic
complexes of Cm(III), the fluorescence lifetime of the
[Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)(TEDGA)2] complex was investigated by monitoring the fluorescence intensity at 612–613.5 nm. Fig. S2
(ESI†) shows the natural logarithm of the observed fluorescence
intensity as a function of delay time, and the slope was
obtained from linear regression.
The fluorescence lifetime of the [Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)(TEDGA)2]
complex is 333 ms. This is significantly longer than the fluorescence lifetime of [Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)3]9 (t = 202 ms)15 and shorter
than the fluorescence lifetime of the [Cm(TODGA)3](NO3)3
complex (t = 517 ms).44 The comparatively short fluorescence
lifetime of [Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)3]9 is induced by quenching eﬀects
of N-donor ligands in complexes with Cm(III).45,46 Since diglycolamide ligands do not exhibit fluorescence quenching eﬀects,44
quenching eﬀects in a heteroleptic complex should be less
pronounced than those in [Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)3]9, but more than
those in [Cm(TODGA)3](NO3)3. Thus, the observed fluorescence
lifetime of [Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)(TEDGA)2] is in agreement with
inner-sphere coordination of TEDGA molecules, confirming the
results obtained by slope analysis.
Investigation of heteroleptic SO3-Ph-BTBP/TEDGA complexes by TRLFS. Slope analysis of extraction experiments
yields too low values for the SO3-Ph-BTBP/TODGA system as
well.18 Thus, the formation of heteroleptic complexes with
SO3-Ph-BTBP and TEDGA in aqueous solution was also investigated. Fig. 7 displays the normalised Cm(III) emission
spectra of a titration experiment with an aqueous solution
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Fig. 7 Normalised emission spectra of Cm(III) in 103 mol L1 HClO4 solution
at increasing TEDGA concentration in the presence of 4  107 mol L1
SO3-Ph-BTBP.
Fig. 9 Cm(III) species distribution in 103 mol L1 HClO4 as a function of
the TEDGA concentration in the presence of 4  107 mol L1 SO3-Ph-BTBP.

containing initially 4  107 mol L1 of SO3-Ph-BTBP and
increasing TEDGA concentration.
The initial Cm(III) emission spectrum (in the absence of
TEDGA) displays three emission bands at 593.9 nm, 606.2 nm
and 618.9 nm, corresponding to the Cm(III) aqua ion and 1 : 1
and 1 : 2 complexes,17 [Cm(SO3-Ph-BTBP)] and [Cm(SO3-PhBTBP)2]5. Upon addition of TEDGA, four additional spectra are
observed. Three of them (displaying peak maxima at 598.3 nm,
603.3 nm and 609.2 nm) are assigned to the [Cm(TEDGA)n]3+
(n = 1–3) complexes.36 Finally, a peak with a maximum at
612 nm is observed. Following the reasoning explained for
the TEDGA/SO3-Ph-BTP heteroleptic complexes, this emission
band is assigned to the heteroleptic complex, [Cm(SO3-PhBTBP)(TEDGA)].
Pure component spectra obtained by peak deconvolution are
given in Fig. 8.
The double logarithmic plot of the molar concentration
ratio of c[Cm(SO3-Ph-BTBP)(TEDGA)] to c[Cm(SO3-Ph-BTBP)]

yielded a value of 1.1 for the addition of TEDGA to the Cm(SO3Ph-BTBP) complex, evidencing the formation of the heteroleptic complex, [Cm(SO3-Ph-BTBP)(TEDGA)].
Applying the pure component spectra (Fig. 8), the fractions
of the complex species were determined as a function of the
TEDGA concentration. The distribution of the Cm(III) species as
a function of the TEDGA concentration in the presence of SO3Ph-BTBP is shown in Fig. 9. Under the experimental conditions
(103 mol L1 HClO4, 4  107 mol L1 SO3-Ph-BTBP), the
heteroleptic complex, [Cm(SO3-Ph-BTBP)(TEDGA)] is present over
a wide range of TEDGA concentrations, (105–101) mol L1.
It has a maximum fraction of approximately 25% at
8  104 mol L1 TEDGA.
The fluorescence lifetime of Cm(SO3-Ph-BTBP)(TEDGA) was
not determined because the relative intensity of its emission
band was too low and it overlapped with other emission bands.
Structural information
Supporting the findings from the experiments, all optimised
heteroleptic complexes were found to be true minima on the
potential surface. The bond distances are similar to those in the
corresponding lipophilic BT(B)P derivatives,41 except for those
with the pyridine nitrogen atom, Npyr. The repulsion of the
negatively charged sulfonate groups leads to an increased flexion
of the ligand, increasing the Cm–Npyr bond length (Table 1).
In particular, the bonds with the Npyr and Ntri atoms in
the [Cm(SO3-Ph-BTBP)(TEDGA)2] complex are elongated to
Table 1 Calculated metal ion–ligand bond distances (in Å) for the
heteroleptic SO3-Ph-BTP4/TEDGA complexes

Fig. 8 Pure component spectra of the Cm(III) complexes with SO3-PhBTBP, and TEDGA and heteroleptic complexes.
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[Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)(H2O)6]
[Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)(TEDGA)(H2O)3]
[Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)(TEDGA)2]

Cm–
Npyr

Cm–
Ntri

Cm–
Oeth

Cm–
Oamid

2.85
2.73
2.69

2.63
2.58
2.61

—
2.53
2.59

—
2.39
2.43
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Table 2 Calculated metal ion–ligand bond distances (in Å) for the
heteroleptic SO3-Ph-BTBP4/TEDGA complexes

[Cm(SO3-Ph-BTBP)(H2O)5]
[Cm(SO3-Ph-BTBP)(TEDGA)(H2O)2]
[Cm(SO3-Ph-BTBP)(TEDGA)2]

Cm–
Npyr

Cm–
Ntri

Cm–
Oeth

Cm–
Oamid

2.76
2.71
3.01

2.55
2.53
2.78

—
2.56
2.60

—
2.44
2.46

compensate for the increased coordination number of the
Cm(III) ion. However, this change in the coordination mode is
unlikely to prevail in solution due to the large Cm–Npyr bond
length. This is in agreement with the results of TRLFS where
the [Cm(SO3-Ph-BTBP)(TEDGA)2] complex was not observed
(Table 2).

similar discrepancies between the results of solvent extraction47
and spectroscopic studies48 were observed.
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Conclusions

Notes and references

Solvent extraction systems combining a non-selective extracting
agent, TODGA, and a water soluble complexing agent, SO3-PhBTP, SO3-Ph-BTBP, or SO3-Ph-BTPhen, have been developed
and tested to separate An(III) from Ln(III). Results from solvent
extraction experiments cannot be explained by simple models
assuming the formation of only TODGA complexes in the
organic phase and SO3-Ph-BTP/SO3-Ph-BTBP/SO3-Ph-BTPhen
complexes in the aqueous phase. A spectroscopic investigation
was performed to understand whether the formation of heteroleptic complexes in the organic phase explains this discrepancy.
The speciation in organic and aqueous phase samples from
Cm(III) extraction experiments with TODGA and SO3-Ph-BTP or
SO3-Ph-BTBP was investigated by TRLFS. Only homoleptic
complexes, [Cm(TODGA)3](NO3)3 and [Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)3]9 or
[Cm(SO3-Ph-BTBP)2]5, were detected in the organic and aqueous
phases, respectively.
However, the presence of low concentrations of SO3-Ph-BTP
in the organic phase by an extraction experiment employing a
rather large concentration of Eu(III) was detected photometrically. Since in the absence of Eu(III), no SO3-Ph-BTP was
detected in the organic phase, this result is indirect evidence
for the formation of a heteroleptic complex. Its concentration
was estimated to be as low as 0.2% relative to that of the
[Eu(TODGA)3](NO3)3 complex, which explains why it went
undetected by TRLFS.
Finally, aqueous monophasic systems containing TEDGA and
SO3-Ph-BTP or SO3-Ph-BTBP were studied. With SO3-Ph-BTP, two
heteroleptic complexes, [Cm(SO3-Ph-BTP)(TEDGA)] and [Cm(SO3Ph-BTP)(TEDGA)2], were identified. The heteroleptic complex
[Cm(SO3-Ph-BTBP)(TEDGA)] was identified in the system containing SO3-Ph-BTBP. Optimised structures of these complexes were
calculated by DFT.
While this study is the first to support the existence of
heteroleptic complexes in solvent extraction systems combining heterocyclic N-donor ligands and TODGA, its results may be
of more general relevance: for example, in the case of another
water-soluble N-donor ligand, 2,6-bis(1H-1,2,3-triazol-4-yl) pyridine,
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